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Approach to the patients



Neurology

The disorders of the nervous system are responsible for 

 about 1/5 of acute medical admissions

 About 10% consultations

 large proportion of physical disability



Neurology



Neurology

 Because useful therapies now exist for neurological 

disorders, a skillful approach to diagnosis is essential. 

 The neuroimaging and laboratory tests do not 

substitute adequate history and examination.    



Neurology

Approach to the patients

 Pathophysiologicl diagnosis 

 Anatomical localization

specific location

multifocal

diffuse process

primarily neurologic or systemic illness



Pathophysiologicl diagnosis 

Temporal course of illness

 Onset

Sudden

Progressive

 Course of illness



Temporal course of illness

 Sudden onset

embolic stroke

subarachinoid hemorrhage

cervical sublaxation

convulsion



Temporal course of illness

Progressive onset (Seconds – minutes )

stroke

migraine

convulsion



Temporal course of illness

 Progressive onset ( hours )

stroke

migraine

infections

inflammatory

metabolic



Temporal course of illness

 Progressive onset ( days )

migraine

infections

inflammatory

metabolic & toxin

demylination



Temporal course of illness

 Progressive onset ( weeks - months )

inflammatory

demylinating disease

nutritional

malignancy

             



Temporal course of illness

 Progressive onset ( years )

nutritional

neurodegenerative

neoplasm

chronic infections

gradual intoxication



Temporal course of illness

Course of illness

 Remitting

 Relapsing remitting 

multiple sclerosis

inflammatory

infections

recurrent stroke

 No remission

nutritional                           

neurodegenerative

neoplasm

chronic infections

gradual intoxication



Anatomical localization

CNS
   Cerebral cortex
White matter tracts
Thalamus
Basal ganglia
Brainstem
Cerebellum
Spinal cord

PNS
Neuromuscular junction
Muscle  



Anatomical localization

Cerebral cortex ( gray matter )

 Cognitive disturbance (dementia) 

 seizures

 apraxia (difficulty performing previously learned tasks)

 agnosia

 dysphasia (Dominant hemisphere)

 constructional disorientation (Non dominant    
hemisphere)



Anatomical localization

White matter tracts (Internal 
Capsule) are associated with 
upper motor neuron lesion

 Contralateral hemiparesis or 
Quadriqaresis

 Spasticity

 Hyperreflexia

 pathologic reflexes 
(Babinski’s sign up-going).

Sensory alterations

 Contralateral Hemisensory
defects 



Anatomical localization

Thalamus

Integration of sensory 

functions.

 Altered sensation and pain 

on opposite side 

 gaze deviation usually to 

side of lesion.



Anatomical localization

Basal ganglia 

 hypokynesia

 hyperkynesia

(abnormal movements )



Anatomical localization



Anatomical localization



Anatomical localization

Midbrain

Integration of vertical 
eye movement, sensory 
and motor function.

 Papillary dilatation & 
paresis of upgaze.

 oculomotor N lesion 

 contralateral 
hemiparesis 

 tremor or ataxia



Anatomical localization

Pons 

Vital function ( breathing, 

consciousness, cardiac function), 

motor and sensory functions, 

lateral eye movement.

 Hemi- or quadriplegia

 pinpoint pupils, horizontal gaze 

palsy, internuclear

opthalmoplegia

 coma or “locked-in” state; 

 upbeat nyastagmus is common.



Anatomical localization

Medulla
Swallowing, cardiac function, 

balance, lingual movements, motor 
and sensory function.

 Lateral medullary or Wallenberg's 
syndrome (crossed sensory 
syndrome- numbness on one side of 
the face and the opposite side of 
the body, hoarseness, dysphagia, 
Horner's syndrome, and ipsilateral
ataxia); 

 medial medullary syndrome
(ipsilateral tongue deviation and 
contralateral hemiparesis).



Anatomical localization

Brainstem 

 Crossed cranial N Vase 
long tracts signs

 Dysphagia for fluid

 Vertigo

 Diplopia

 Ataxia



Anatomical localization

Cerebellum 

Unsteadiness

Ataxia

incordination



Anatomical localization



Anatomical localization

• Level of Spinal 
cord  the lesion

A level below which 

the sensory, motor, 

and autonomic 

function were 

disturbed. 



Anatomical localization

Level of Spinal cord  the lesion

The upper most level is localized by segmental 
signs

 Hyperalgesia or hyperpathia

 Fasciculation, atrophy and weakness of the 
muscle innervated by the segment  and 
diminished or absent deep tendon reflex



Anatomical localization

Level of Spinal cord  the lesion

Signs below the lesion
 Autonomic ( urinary retention, constipation, ileus, 

hypothermia, hypotension, bradycardia)

 Upper motor neuron sign ( hemiplegia and/or hemiparesis 
sparing the face, paraplegia and/or paraparesis, 
tetraplegia and/or tetraparesis)

 Sensory ( lack of sensation at a certain level, hemisensory
loss) symptoms. 



Spinal cord localization



Anatomical localization



Anatomical localization



Anatomical localization

Conus medullaris

 bladder and bowel 

function.

 Saddle anaesthesia, 

bladder and bowel 

dysfunction, pain in legs 

may occur late in 

course.



Anatomical localization

Cauda equina

Sensory and motor function 

in legs, bladder and bowel 

function.

 Scattered pain 

 weakness in legs

 loss of knee and/or ankle 

reflexes

 bladder and bowel 

dysfunction.



Anatomical localization

Nerve root

Sensory and motor function to 

individual muscles.

 Usually causes pain and 

parasthesias in the 

dermatomal distribution 

 weakness in myotomal 

distribution.



Anatomical localization

Peripheral nerve

Sensory and motor function to 
individual muscles

(Distal weakness, glove & 
stoking sensory loss)

In the nerve distribution:

Sensory : 

 Numbness

 loss of vibratory and position 
sense

Motor: ( Lower motor neuron )

 Weakness

 Flaccidity

 Wasting ( atrophy )

 loss of reflexes



Anatomical localization

Neuromuscular junction 

Motor function to individual muscles.

Usual disease myasthenia gravis.

 proximal & ocular weakness 

 fatigability 

 absence of sensory findings and normal reflexes.



Anatomical localization

Muscle disease 

Movement of joints and strength.

 Proximal muscle weakness 

 intact reflexes and absence of sensory symptoms or 

findings.


